RATIONALE/OBJECTIVE:

In the Cobb County School District (District), the identification of effective learning resources is a systematic, data driven process in which teaching & learning supervisors, teachers and community members carefully review and evaluate learning resources. The review process is vital for gathering feedback and data to inform the recommendation of resources to the Board of Education.

RULE:

Teachers and students need access to a comprehensive collection of learning resources that can be customized to meet the diverse learning needs of students and provide teachers with the necessary tools to effectively teach the Cobb Teaching & Learning Standards.

Instructional resources shall be approved based on the following criteria:

1. The extent to which they are aligned with the Cobb Teaching and Learning Standards and District goals;
2. The extent to which they meet a wide range of student needs, interests and performance levels;
3. The extent to which they support teaching practices known to positively impact student learning; and
4. The extent to which they reflect diversity in such areas as ethnicity, gender, national origin and disability.

A. SOURCES OF CONTENT:

1. Locally Developed Resources (LDR) are resources created by the educators in the District that include, but are not limited to, multimedia resources, problem based activities, unit and lesson plans, and assessments.
2. Open Educational Resources (OER) are any resources print or non-print available at little or no cost that can be used to support teaching and learning. The term can include, but is not limited to, textbooks, course readings, multimedia resources, simulations, games, quizzes, assessment tools, and related content that can be used for educational purposes.
3. Publisher Produced Resources (PPR) are purchased content in print and/or non-print formats that could include, but are not limited to, textbooks, full courses, content cartridges, multimedia resources and professional learning services.

B. CORE LEARNING RESOURCES:

Core Learning Resources include print and non-print resources provided for use by a whole class or specific course and are highly aligned to the Cobb Teaching and Learning Standards. These resources shall be presented to the Board for approval following a review process outlined below.

C. CORE LEARNING RESOURCES NEEDS ASSESSMENT:

1. Prior to the selection of core learning resources an evaluation of current resources by course/subject will be conducted to determine and address learning resource needs.
2. An analysis of the needs assessment will be conducted by the Learning Resources department and respective Teaching & Learning supervisor to determine the needs of a course/subject. The data gathered from the needs assessment will help determine the resources needed for review.
D. CORE LEARNING RESOURCES REVIEW COMMITTEE:
Review Committees are established for each course/subject area. The Review Committee will be created jointly by the Learning Resource department and the Teaching & Learning supervisor based on recommendations made by the local school principals. Every school who teaches the course/subject under review will have the opportunity to be represented. Members will:
1. Review Committee members will have access to all material including print and non-print.
2. The material and digital access information will be available at the school site/location to allow for hands-on, daily experiences with the resources.
3. Committee members will have unlimited access to the resources during the review process, so they can evaluate the effectiveness of the resources and collect student feedback.
4. All communication with the learning resource provider will be made through the Learning Resource department.

E. CORE LEARNING RESOURCES REVIEW PROCESS:
1. The following general criteria shall be used in the selection and evaluation of core learning resources:
   a. Resources shall support and be consistent with the District’s mission, vision and goals.
   b. Resources shall directly support the instruction of the Cobb Teaching and Learning Standards.
   c. Resources shall include digital learning resources that are device agnostic and Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI) compliant.
   d. Resources shall promote the integration of higher level thinking skills.
   e. Resources shall meet high standards of quality in factual content and presentation.
   f. Resources shall be appropriate for the course/subject area.
   g. Resources shall be appropriate for the student’s age, emotional and social development.
   h. Resources shall enhance the users experience and have aesthetic and literary value.
   i. Resources shall avoid bias and adhere to standards of sensitivity relative to student race, gender, religion, culture, ethnicity, disability and socioeconomic status.
2. The procedure for selection and acquisition of core learning resources is as follows:
   a. Develop specific criteria for the subject area course to be used in the selection and evaluation of learning resources.
   b. Complete the review of subject area and course needs assessment.
   c. Identify the type and number of core learning resources to be reviewed based on the results of the needs assessment.
   d. Select review committee members for each subject area and course being reviewed. Every school that offers the course/subject under review will have the opportunity to be represented.
   e. Evaluate submitted resources by the learning resource review committee.
   f. Provide for district wide and public review of print and non-print resources throughout the process.
   g. Collect and analyze all data gathered during review period regarding:
      (1) Cobb Teaching and Learning Standards alignment
      (2) General criteria
      (3) Specific subject area and course criteria
      (4) Digital resources and ease of use
      (5) Student and teacher feedback
      (6) District wide and public feedback
   h. A technical review of all recommended resources will be conducted by Technology Services to assure compatibility with CCSD hardware and networks.
   i. Based on the data collected and the outcome of the process a recommendation will be made to the Superintendent.
j. The Superintendent or designee will present a full report and recommendation to the Board.
k. The criteria for the acquisition of supplementary resources should be consistent with the general criteria used for the selection of core learning resources.
l. If the need arises for a limited review of core learning resources, such as for a newly developed course, an ad hoc committee must be formed to review proposed material. Ad hoc committees must have a minimum of three members familiar with the standards of the newly developed course. The criteria for the acquisition of core learning resources for a newly developed course should be consistent with the general criteria.

F. COMMUNITY & DISTRICT WIDE REVIEW OF CORE LEARNING RESOURCES:
1. The resources under review will be made available district wide and to the public throughout the review period. All print resources will be made available for review at a central location during regular business hours for a minimum of ten (10) working days. To the extent possible, all digital resources will be made available through the district website. District staff and community members who wish to review suggested resources will be asked to provide feedback, and this data will be used to inform the decision making process.
2. Any materials identified as possibly inappropriate shall be brought to the attention of the Superintendent or designee.
3. Material determined to be inappropriate to the general population of Cobb County shall be returned to the review committee for re-consideration.
4. The Superintendent or designee shall be responsible for securing Board approval prior to the opening of each school year for any course or program K-12 for which students will not be provided instructional resources on a one per student basis or class sets.

G. SUPPLEMENTAL LEARNING RESOURCES:
1. Supplementary Learning Resources are any medium, print or non-print, designed to supplement the core learning resources purchased at the District or local school level.
2. Local Schools have the flexibility to acquire supplemental learning resources to support the District provided core learning resources.
   a. In no instance shall a school purchase instructional resources which supplant the Board approved core learning resources without following the procedure for pilot projects as outlined in Rule ICD-R (Pilot Projects).

H. SPECIAL EDUCATION:

Due to the unique needs of students in special education programs, teachers and administrators are authorized to select instructional resources to be consistent with the Individualized Education Program (IEP) of each student. While separate adoption is not required for special education programs and courses, special education students must be provided, free of charge, appropriate instructional materials as dictated by their IEP’s or other program planning conducted for each student.
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Legal Reference
O.C.G.A. 20-02-1010 SBOE prescribes textbooks
O.C.G.A. 20-02-0168 Distribution of federal funds; summer school programs; year-round operation
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